Chapter 5
The Mastermind
The Mastermind is the most important tool of the Positive Darkside
Leader. Napoleon Hill discovered that in a Mastermind you connect
yourself and others to infinite intelligence providing you with powerful
insights and ideas. Infinite intelligence can be said to be a direct link to
God. To accomplish this divine connection you must create within the
Masterminding group as much perfect harmony as possible. There is a real
art to this since, in most cases, you are dealing with many different egos that
do not mix. Be very strategic in maximizing the perceived harmony within
your group. Most of your effort is to create this perception and intensify the
electricity within this mastermind.

Masterminding is a key tool of manipulation and victory. Doug Hood
commented: “These other people will tap into the same source as you. They
then can become passers of the source.” That divine source of information
comes through you and continues to pass on. Once they recognize their own
divine source, you can go on and train through others. Cuddle them in you
arms. Suddenly they stand on their own feet. You are helping multiply the
divine through them. You break the tie through you and then they connect
to their own divine purpose. The student then becomes the teacher.”

There is a sexual heat when you are brainstorming or masterminding.
It is interesting that the old English definition ‘intercourse,” meant “Deep
Discussion on Topics of Importance.” The feeling of working together in
perfect harmony to create something that did not exist before, moving back
and forth, in and out of our ideas and inspirations leaves you with the same
great stimulated feeling… A group mastermind is to a certain extent guilt
free group sex. We are back at the frog pond producing humanity, birds and
trees.

The Mastermind co-exists in the Dark and Light vein of the world
along an arc. The arc of the collective unconsciousness, this Mastermind of
Millions, goes back and forth … affecting one side and the other. It feeds
evil actions that produce good results. In this arc, this Mastermind, is a
strong incest energy, shaming lust and the codependent dysfunction of
addiction. This arc is that unseen power that you see in people that goes far
beyond logic. Souls are debating. We try to explain it from Darwinism and
pure science and that sometimes works, but it is really the God power and
the Great Mother dancing inside us and it goes far beyond convention. To
this extent everything and everyone is beautiful and it is all differentiation.
There is virtue here for the feminine and masculine, light and dark are giving
birth to each other. The energy is pure sexual sparks.
Within the Mastermind is a union of female and male energies. My
mentor, Doug Hood explained that, “Creativity requires both halves of the
extension from God. Both the male and the female aspect must be present in
the individual mastermind to lead to a growing creative life. The source is
our connection with other people. The creative energy is a result of a union
of spirit and the physical.” One cannot produce it by itself – we need both
together the male and female to produce this anima ecstasy. You will see
this in how females and males interact in the world. Gay and straight, black
and white. And all the while, like children reproducing, this source energy
continues to renew.
The arc electricfies humanity. It is a connective electricity, a fire
people can sense without seeing. Doug Hood, my great male mentor called
it “the connection to God that connects me …. to you.” This is the mystical
reason we are drawn to each other at this time and place and how we can’t
seem to get away from this magnetic drive to love, learn or die in each
other’s symbolic arms. It is the way Iggy Pop somehow found The Velvet
Underground who then found Warhol who found David Bowie. It his how
Jung found Freud, and Marian Woodman found Robert Bly. It is what
Emerson called being “Bound to Spiritual Laws that Execute themselves.”
You are drawn to people who must collectively solve the problem. It is how
you --- found me.
This arc, this Mastermind, is full of energy – it brings a room to life and
draws a soul to a new realization. The way you spark me in a terrifying
way to achieve my destiny. The way we cannot get away from each other –

no one can pull us back. How can you resist the inspiration from the stud
or nymphet? It makes the void fairly dance with energy.
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This arc mastermind energy is what motivates reality and provides the
soup of ideas that we call life.
These sparks connect us to the stirrer of the
soup - the source. To resist it is to die a soulless death. So always listen to
the body, mind and soul – the Great Voice. The arc recognizes that God
sometimes wants us to jump into what we perceive as evil to discover and be
more of ourselves. He seems to be giving us things that will both help us and
tear our lives apart. That there is no right or wrong because death exists.
THIS ARC ENERGY IS GOD ENERGY WHICH PROPELS US TO OUR
DESTINY. To the conflicts that we must have with others, the affairs we
must experience, the babies we must make, the wars we must fight and the
songs we must sing.
The fact that you believe in people who no one else believes in allows
you to have great power – like Gandhi or Hitler. Part of leadership is letting
your people fight it out so a greater truth can come out. You have key people
and they have certain jealousies that want you all for themselves. They are
willing to duke it out for you – let themselves loose for you. They will lie on
their death bed and feel a satisfaction that they served a higher purpose

through you. If you can hold to a tension of the opposites of this God
power some great truth will come out. There be debate and hurt feelings but
through this spark some great truth will come.
You will never stop Masterminding within your group --- the goal is to
build more and more perfect harmony and more and more sexual radiance.
This Mastermind energy tends to work before you even arrive to a place to
meet with someone since it starts to work without you even being there. The
more you build on trust and virtue with 100’s the more it spreads to 1000’s
and so on. If you have web pages, e-mails, newsletters, videos, books etc
this can even accelerate. Each action build on the Masterminding power of
the next action.

